Contemporary technical capabilities allow an operator to easily monitor and control several remote wastewater treatment processes simultaneously but an on-line automatic diagnostic system has not yet been installed. In this paper, an on-line diagnostic system is proposed, designed and implemented for the lab-scale five-stage step-feed Enhanced Biological Phosphorus Removal plant based upon a learning Bayesian network. In order to practically diagnose wastewater treatment processes, a lab-scale pilot plant was built and the proposed on-line diagnostic method was applied to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. In experimental results, real abnormal conditions occurred 21 times in a three month period. The suggested online diagnosis system made correct predictions 14 times and incorrect predictions 7 times.
INTRODUCTION
When an industrial process breaks down suddenly, it is important to have techniques for efficiently detecting and analyzing the cause of the fault. Fast and accurate diagnosis and analysis is capable not only of restarting and repairing faulty processes, but also of guaranteeing a system's long-life and good health. Therefore, it is the core technology in the fault diagnostic system that must find faulty causes quickly and prevent the extension of fault damaged areas. In this paper, an on-line diagnosis algorithm that is based on a Bayesian Network (BN) is studied in the wastewater treatment process (WWTP). A WWTP tends to have nonlinearity and complexity that depend on the influent loads, temperature, and microorganism activity, etc (Yoo & Lee 2006) . In addition, a WWTP has several types of disturbances such as influence of composition and/or contamination of the media, presence of toxic substances fouling of sensors (Lardon et al. 2004) . Therefore, in order to automatically diagnose faulty causes and abnormal states in WWTP, an expert's knowledge of process and measured data from sensors have to be used simultaneously. Prediction and estimation abilities are also necessary. In order to meet the requirements of diagnosis algorithm in WWTP, it is essential to undertake a survey of traditional prognostic and diagnostic frameworks. Rule-based graphical theories, decision trees, and artificial neural networks are widely used to represent knowledge. Density estimation, classification, regression, and clustering methods are extensively available for data analysis (Mitchell 1997; Hastie et al. 2001) . We finally conclude that the BN based approach is suitable for various fault detection and cause-relation analysis methods (Limin et al. 2004; Huang & Wang 2005) . BN based approach offers strong points such as a strict foundation in probability theory and easy-to-understand diagnosis results. In order to experiment more practically, a labscale five-stage step-feed enhanced biological phosphorus removal (fsEBPR) plant has been built and the proposed diagnostic has been applied to it for three months. doi: 10.2166/wst.2008.839 
BAYESIAN NETWORKS
Since I. J. Good (Good 1961 ) established the probability representation and Bayesian inference methods in 1961, many researchers and engineers have proven the usefulness and performance of BNs in various fields (Luo et al. 2006; Yongli et al. 2006; Castelletti & Soncini-Sessa 2007) . Kim and Pearl developed CONVINCE (Kim & Pearl 1987) , which was the first expert system using BNs. Later, MUNIN (Andreassen et al. 1987) , PATHFINDER (Heckerman et al. 1991) , MS-Windows diagnosis-and-repair modules (Heckerman & Breese 1996) , and Office Assistant (Horvitz 1998) were developed, which verified the abilities of a BN. A BN, which is a strictly numerical method based on data and probability, is sometimes called a probabilistic network or a knowledge map. This is because a BN is a graphical model of probabilistic relationships among a set of variables.
Others also call it a Belief network or Bayesian belief network, due to the fact that the Bayesian probability of an event x is a person's degree of belief in that event (Russell & Norvig 2003) . Heckerman made a contribution to practical BN research. He has demonstrated that BNs can handle incomplete data sets, allow one to learn about causal relationships, facilitate the combination of domain knowledge and data in conjunction with Bayesian statistical techniques, and offer an efficient and principled approach for avoiding the overfitting of data in conjunction with BNs and other types of models (Heckerman 1996) .
It is well-known that BNs are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), in which nodes represent random variables (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 1988 Figure 1 also includes an example of a conditional probability table that is related to the load of the ammonium ion (NH 4 load) node and its parent nodes. All nodes can be assigned their own state, either by being directly measured or indirectly estimated. Table 1 shows the possible states of all nodes in Figure 1 . For example, the state of the Fan can be assigned by directly measured data, which is normal, overwheeling, or stopped by its own rotation speed and decision rules. However, the Effluent Nitrates state can be assigned once per day, because the Effluent Nitrates concentration is usually analyzed once a day in the afternoon. Thus, for most of the day, the state of Effluent Nitrates must be inferred by using other related states.
LEARNING BAYESIAN NETWORKS FOR A FIVE-STAGE STEP-FEED EBPR PROCESS
The BN model is updated by a gradient ascent procedure with the training data. In this paper, there are two reasons that we adopted this training algorithm that are strongly related to constraints of real plant operation. The first reason is that the initial probabilities could not be set using our own lab-scale plant data, so our only choice was to set up the initial probabilities by using other large-scale fsEBPR operation data. These initial probabilities must be updated and optimized as our lab-scale plant continues to operate.
The second reason is that every measured data has its own acquisition time interval, and data synchronization is a very Let v ijk denote a single entry in one of the conditional probability tables. In particular, let v ijk denote the conditional probability that the network variable Y i will take on the value y ij given that its immediate parents U i take on the values given by u ik . The gradient of ln P(Djh) is given by the derivatives › ln P(Djh)/›v ijk for each of the v ijk . Each of these derivatives can be calculated using Equation (1)
when the weights v ijk are updated, they must remain valid probabilities in the interval [0, 1]. Also, the P j v ijk remains 1 for all i, k. These constraints can be satisfied by updating the weights in a two-step process. First, each v ijk is updated by the gradient ascent using Equation (2
where h is a small constant called the learning rate. Second, the weights v are renormalized to assure that the above constraints are satisfied. As discussed by Russell et al. this process will converge to a local maximum likelihood hypothesis for the conditional probabilities in the BN.
COMPOSITION OF PLANT AND AVAILABLE DATA
Lab-scale five-stage step-feed EBPR Process
In the treatment of municipal and some industrial wastewater, biological treatments are key processes. When implementing an automated process, the monitor and control systems are also essential parts. To observe and control a plant automatically, various kinds of equipment are required, such as electrical/mechanical machinery, on-line sensors, and analytical instruments. In this paper, we propose a diagnosis system for key processes in a WWTP. Figure 2 clearly shows the relations among WWTPs, monitor/control, diagnosis and consultation/ advice. The proposed diagnosis system includes Process Diagnosis and Equipment Diagnosis as shown in Figure 2 , but Process Diagnosis is mainly concerned in this paper.
Before applying our on-line diagnostic method to a real plant, a lab-scale fsEBPR plant had been already built. In this paper, the proposed method uses synthetic influent water on a lab-scale pilot plant to check performance of diagnosis. In order to apply the proposed approach to a real-scale WWTP, we not only have to add more state variables but also have to consider interrelationships among variables. Of course, it also needs more sensors and equipment. Figure Table 5 .
As shown in Table 2 , a lab-scale fsEBPR with a 1:6:3 step-feed ratio was designed to maximize the efficiency of processing the influent nutrient. Because the fsEBPR process usually has two additional influent water injection flows, typical WWTPs have just one influent water injection flow, so it is not easy to operate the process and to maintain equipment. However, the fsEBPR is able to maximize its treatment capacity and efficiency.
Sensor data and daily water quality reports
The proposed BN model is expected to have two roles. One is an effluent water quality predictor with sensor data because daily water quality is reported only once a day, so the suggested BN is designed to predict phosphate, NH 4 and nitrates states, which are major items included in a daily effluent water quality report. The other role is an artificial WWTP diagnostician with sensor data and real/predicted processes' status. It seems that operators usually diagnosis WWTP based on their own experience, knowledge, and measured sensor data. In order to achieve more accurate prediction and diagnosis of WWTP, DO, ORP, pH and temperature sensors were installed in each tank. Figure 5 shows the installed sensors, their locations, and measurable data. Sensors that measured and analyzed directly for our BN scheme are pH and DO sensors in the last aerobic tank. Other sensors are installed for the purposed of monitoring processes and assisting operation. Table 3 , Effluent P must be maintained below 2 mg/L, Effluent NH 4 must be maintained below 3 mg/L, and Effluent NOx must be maintained below 19 mg/L. In order to keep an appropriate effluent water quality, these must be kept at an MLSS value above 2,000 mg/L, the temperature in tanks must be kept between 10 and 258C, the DO concentration between 1 and 4 mg/L, the SBH (Sludge Initial data for the conditional probabilities setting was obtained from a different pilot-scale plant, which had been operated using an fsEBPR process for 655 days from February, 2000 to November, 2001 . This data was also acquired from a similar fsEBPR process, but its operational conditions had been changed by its influent water characteristics, by the degree of process stability, and by the activated sludge status, etc. Therefore, we should use a twostep procedure for setting the probabilities: nodes that are definitely related had probabilities that were calculated 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The on-line diagnostic system for the fsEBPR process is shown in Figure 7 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an on-line process diagnostic system in WWTP. In order to overcome the complexity of a WWTP and constraints of a physical plant, we proposed the BN-based approach. To make a skeleton of diagnosis model, a BN was designed using expert's knowledge and sensor data simultaneously. To update initial probabilities to adapted probabilities, we also added the gradient ascent algorithm to the BN, which is called the LBN. The proposed LBN model was evaluated using three months' operation data. In this experiment, we evaluated the performance of the BN based diagnosis system for the lab-scale fsEBPR plant supplied with synthetic influent water. We know that performance differences between BN and LBN depend on the learning mechanism because we did not try to change BN scheme. The LBN model correctly predicted 14 out of 21 abnormal times and reduced warning/caution alarms from 157 times (BN model) to 51 times (LBN model) even though the initial adaptation period was included. Therefore this proves that the proposed on-line process diagnosis LBN model has diagnostic and adaptation abilities. However, in our experiment, we have some limitations in that we proposed the BN scheme for only three major effluent components and just utilized pH and DO sensors in the last aerobic tank. In addition, we didn't compare performance among various kinds of BN schemes. To be a more applicable diagnosis method in WWTP, the proposed LBN model needs to improve its diagnostic performance.
In our prospective project, we will try to add and redesign of BN schemes and test performance with respect to scales of plant and changes to treatment processes. To improve performance of proposed LBN model, we are still optimizing the learning rate in a gradient ascent algorithm, modifying probabilities of estimated nodes. In addition, insufficient data problems occurred frequently in the experimental period. An insufficient data problem decreases the reliability of the model drastically. To solve insufficient data problems, we are studying about uncertain data fusion methods and reliability analysis methods. In the near future, we will suggest more robust and reliable diagnostic methods and compare the diagnostic performance among various models. 
